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A well-known result of ring theory asserts that under weak assumptions on the 
additive structure the minimal condition on right ideals implies the maximal 
condition on right ideals (Hopkins-Fuchs; cf. [6, p. 2851). This does not hold 
in semigroups if right ideals of rings are replaced by either right ideals or right 
congruences of semigroups. However, the minimal condition on right congru- 
ences implies the maximal condition on right ideals and even the finiteness of 
the set of right ideals. In fact, as will be seen in the following, the minimal 
condition on right congruences is an extremely strong property. It is the purpose 
of this paper to imestigate this property and also several other finiteness 
conditions. 
The starting point of Section 1 is the observation that a semigroup with the 
minimal condition on ideals and the maximal condition on principal ideals, 
or conversely, has a finite set of ideals. The same holds with respect to right 
ideals but in that case a slightly sharper result can be proved. The finiteness of 
the set of right ideals is also equivalent to a minimal condition which lies between 
the minimal conditions on right ideals and on right congruences. This property 
will be called the weak minimal condition on right congruences. It is essentially 
a minimal condition which is just weak enough to have no effect on single 
g-classes. The weak minimal condition implies a corresponding maximal 
condition. This result may be considered as the analogue of the Hopkins-Fuchs 
theorem for rings. 
In Section 2, O-simple semigroups and implications of the full minimal 
condition on right congruences on the left structure are studied. It is shown that 
the minimal condition on right congruences implies the minimal and the maximal 
condition on principal left ideals. This is deduced from a theorem asserting 
that ML follows from MJ and a weaker version of AW2 (cf. [4, Sect. 6.q), namely 
the existence of O-minimal left ideals in all non-null principal factors. This 
generalizes a result of AIunn (cf. [9, Theorem 2.91). In a O-simple semigroup the 
minimal condition on right congruences implies the minimal condition on left 
ideals. This is not true in arbitrary semigroups. 
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The iinzl sectioncontains two results on semigroupswithout infinite subgroups. 
If such a semigroup satisfies the minimal condition on right congruences then 
it is finite. If a semigroup without infinite subgroups is finitely generated then its 
finiteness foliows already from Mz . This sob-es a problem of Crudrain and 
Schtitzenberger [S]. 
1. FIXITEMS CO;~;DITIOSS OY RIGHT IDEAL.: 
Let S be a semigroup vvith a zero element 0. We shah consider Sniteness 
conditions on various sets cf right ideals or right congruences of S, 
A partially ordered set is said to satisfy the minimal condkion if each of its 
non-empty subsets has a minimal element. The maximal condition is defined 
dually. Any set of right ideals or right congruences of S Gil be regarded as 
partially ordered with respect to set inclusion and many of the ikireness condi- 
tions tc be considered will be given in terms of the minimal cr the maximai 
condition. It is customary to say that S satisfies the maximal or tile minimsi con- 
dition on the corresponding right ideals or right congruences. 
Let I be the lattice of two-sided ideals of S. This is a complete sublatrice 
of the lattice of all subsets of S that contain 0. Let 3 be the set of non-zero 
princioal ideals of S, i.e., the set of ideals of the for-m AD = ‘l&i ivitil a 4 3. 
Any ideal of S is a join (in the case of {O), the em$y join) of non-zero ;3riccipal 
ideais. If P = SW? is such an ideal then there exists a largest ideal properly 
contained in P, namely I(a) = {b E S SW1 C Sk.!?). Hence the non-zero 
principal ideais of S coincide with the completely join-irreducible ele-ments of 4. 
Since any distributive law holds in .Y we see that .Y is a complete complete!? 
distri’butive lattice whose elements are joins of coqletely join-irreducible 
elements1 
-1s in any lattice of this sort there is an order isomorphism P -+ p from the 
set d of completely join-irreducible elements onto the set of completely meet- 
irredxibie elements. Here P is the join of ail Q E d with P 2 ,O. IT can be shown 
that P is the greatest element of 4 not containing P. Kence any greater eiement 
contains P so that p is indeed completely meet-irreducible. Xoreos-er, it can 
be show-n that any element I of .N is the meet of all elemerts 2 with F 8s I. 
Therefore any completely meet-irreducible element of 4 has the form P. and 
any element of # is a meet of completelv meet-irreducible elemen:s. Eence the 
&al of 4 has all the lattice theoretic properties mentioned abox-e. 
1 Ir: can be shoxr. rhat a lattice has these properties if and nnly if it 1s isomorphic wir2; 
2 complete sublattice of a full lattice of subsets of a set. Less obvious characterizations 
of such lattices have been given by Raney [lo] and Balachardrar [lj ad by Brxr3 :?f. 
Ke do co: know whether each of these lattices is iscmorphi: with the ideal lattice of e 
semigroop. Added irr pioo-6 Tiiis has recently been estsb;ished by Xsh (Notices -2,rmv. 
31~~2~. SGC. 23 (1978); 78T4152). 
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Xow suppose that 4 satisfies the minimal condition and that 9 satisfies the 
maximal condition. It will be shown that 4 is finite. Let K be minimal in the 
set of those I E > which have the property that there are only finitely many Q E 9’ 
with Q c I. If K is not the smallest element of 4, i.e., K # {0}, then there exist 
elements of 3 contained in K. Let Q’ be maximal among these elements of 9 
andletK’bethejoinofallP~9’vvithPCKandP#Q’.ThenQ’nk?= 
u PCK,P+o~ (Q'np) C Q' b ecause of the maximality and the join-irreducibility 
of~‘,henceK’#K.IfQE~issuchthatQ~K’theneitherQeKorQ=~. 
This shows that the number of Q E 3 with Q g K’ is also finite. Therefore K 
must be the smallest element of 4 and consequently 9 is finite. Since any 
element of 4 is a join of elements from 29 it follows that 9 is finite. 
All the lattice-theoretic properties employed in the foregoing paragraph hold 
true in the dual of 4, as has been observed above. Therefore the result just 
obtained may be dualized. The minimal condition on the dual of J is equivalent 
to the maximal condition on 4. The maximal condition on the completely join- 
irreducible elements of the dual of 4 is equivalent to the minimal condition 
on the completely meet-irreducible elements of .X, hence equivalent to the 
miniial condition on .9 because of the order isomorphism P 4 P. It follows 
that the maximal condition on .Y and the minimal condition on 9 imply that 4 
is finite. 
We can now state the following result. 
(1) If S satisjies the minimal condition on ideals and the maximal condition on 
principal ideals, or if S satisjes the maximal condition on ideals and the minimal 
condition on principal ideals then S has only jnitely many ideals. 
The foregoing considerations apply also to the lattice of right ideals of S. 
Before stating a slightly sharper result n-e shall collect several known facts which 
will be used in the sequel without explicit mention. 
Let I and K be ideals of S with I C K. The Rees factor semigroup K/I can 
be identified with the set (KJ) u (0) under the proper multiplication. Clearly 
(K;1) U {0} is not a subsemigroup of S in general. This identification is particu- 
larly useful in connection with principal factors. Let P = Slash be a non-zero 
principal ideal. Since P n P is the union of all Q E 9 with Q C P and P g Q, 
hence the union of all Q E B with Q C P, we have P n P = I(a). Therefore, 
if I is an arbitrary ideal with I(a) C I _C p, we have I(a) = P n I(a) C P n I C 
P n P = I(a) so that (P u I)\,1 = P\(P n I) = P\I(a). It follows that the 
principal factor P/I(a) is equal to P u 1/1 for any I with I(a) C I C P. This 
implies that P/I( a can be considered not only as a semigroup but also as an ) 
ideal of any of the semigroups S/I with I as before. Since P u I covers I in # 
and since the ideals of S/I are in a one-one order-preserving correspondence 
with the ideals of S containing I, P/I( a ) is a O-minimal ideal of S/I (I(a) C I C P). 
It is the smallest non-zero ideal of S/P as follows from the complete meet- 
irreducibility of P. If I is an arbitrary ideal of S then, conversely, every O- 
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minimal ideal of &‘I is a principal factor of S. If l is such that S:I has a smaiies: 
non-zero ideal then I = p for some P E 3. 
X O-minimal ideal T of any semigroup S is either a null semigroup cr a 
O-simple semigroup. In the latter case it is globally idempotent, i.e.. Tz = T. 
A O-minimal right ideal is also either a null semigroup or globally idemporenr. 
Especially this applies to the case S = S/I where1 is an ideal of the semigroup S. 
Let T be a principal ideal or a principal right idea! of S 2nd iet I be an ideal of S 
with T g 1. Then T = T u I/I is globally idempotent if and only if T is globa;lp 
idempotent. This implies that the O-simple principal factors of S 2~ in a 
one-one correspondence with the non-zero globally idempotect princicel 
ideals of S. 
Let P be a O-minimal ideal of a semigroup S and let T be a O-minimal right 
ideal of S contained in p. Then P is contained in the right socle of S (cf. [4% 
Sect. 6.3]j and any right ideal of S contained in p, including P itself, is a union 
of O-minimal right ideals of S. Moreover, since the union of ail null O-mini-ma! 
.- . -. 
r:ght ideals of S IS a two-sided ideal and since H is either ccnteined in or G- 
disjoint from this ideal all the O-minimal right ideals of S contaired in H are 
either simultaneously null or simultaneously globaiiy idenpotent. If the fcrmer 
holds then P is null (cf. [4, Theorem 6.231). Hence P is O-simple if and only if 7 
is globally idempotent. 
If P is a O-minimal ideal of S which is 0-simple and if C is a C-lminimai right 
ideal of the semigroup P then c = Ly” = .Tp by the same argument as before 
(applied to Pj, hence C is a O-minimal right ideai of S. Con\-ersely, any O- 
minimal right ideal of S contained in P = Fe is a O-minimal right ideal of P 
(cf. [4, Theorem 2.351). If such a right idea! exists then the right ideals of .? 
contained in P coincide with the right ideals of P. 
Another obser\-ation, of a lattice theoretic character, wiii be needed sub- 
sequently. Let 2 be a set of pairwise incomparable principal right ideals. Then 
if T and T’ are right ideals which are unions of subsets Y and Y’. resFecti:-eel!-. 
of 2 we ha-;e that Y f Y’ implies T + T’. This follam-s from the complere 
disrributirity of the lattice of right ideals and from the fact t&t ever\- griccipai 
right idea; is completely join-irreducible. Hence there is 2 one-one ktclusicn 
preserving correspondence between subsets of Z and right ideals rha: are unions 
of sabsets of Z. Observe that neither the maximai nor the minirnal cnndirion 
holds on the set of subsets of an infinite set. It foilows that rhe masima! or rte 
minimal condition on right ideals implies that Z is kite. Es~eciaily this ap$es 
to the set of all O-minimal right ideals. The coirespcnding heIds !GG- rwo-sided 
ideals. 
We are now ready for the proof of the following results. 
(2) THEOREM. The folIozing statements are equiwlmi: 
(a) S satisjies the minimal condition on right ideals and the rnaxirrra! conditiotz 
on globa& idenzpotent principal right ideals. 
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(b) S satisfies the minimal condition on right ideals and the maximal condition 
on globally idempotent principal ideals. 
(c) S satisfies the maximal condition on right ideals and the minimal conditions 
on principal ideals and on globally idempotent principal right ideals. 
(d) S has jkziteb many right ideals. 
Proof. Assume (a) and consider an arbitrary non-empty set X of globally 
idempotent principal ideals. Let X’ be the set of principal right ideals of the form 
a9 with SlaSl E X. We m-ant to show that any such a9 is globally idempotent. 
The minimal condition of S carries over to S!I(a), hence there is a O-minimal 
right ideal of S/I(a) contained in SlaSl:I(a). Therefore S1aS1/l(a) is the union 
of the O-minimal right ideals of SiI(a) contained in paL+!I(a). All of these are 
globally idempotent since SlaS 1 E X implies that Slasl,lI(a) is O-simple. Now a 
is a non-zero element of a O-minimal right ideal of S/l(a) contained in slaS’?V(a), 
hence generates a globally idempotent principal right ideal of S/I(a). This right 
ideal is equal to (aSI u I(a))iI(a) which implies that a9 is globally idempotent. 
Since x’ is a non-empty set of globally idempotent principal right ideals the 
set X” of maximal elements of S’ is non-empc-. Moreover, any element of X’ 
is contained in an element of X”. Since X” consists of pairwise incomparable 
elements the miniial condition implies that X” is finite. Let X”’ be the set of 
principal ideals of the form SW9 with a9 E X”, which is finite. Let SlbSl be 
maximal in x” and consider an arbitrary element slcsl from X. If slb9 C SW? 
then c9 C dS1 for some right ideal dS from X”, hence s1bSl C slcsl C SdS 
which implies Slb.5’1 = SdSl by the maxima& of 9b9. Hence SlbSl is 
maximal in X which shows that (b) holds. 
Assume (b) and let K be a minimal ideal with the property that S/K has only 
finitely many right ideals. If K = (0) then (d) holds. Suppose K # (O}. It will 
then be seen that contrary to the definition of K there exists an ideal K’ properly 
contained in K such that SiK’ has finitely many right ideals. This will show that 
(d) holds. It &ices to show that K/K contains only finitely many right ideals 
of S/K’. For consider a right ideal T of S,‘K’ contained in R = K/p. The 
mapping C + ( iY U K):K restricted to right ideals L- of S/K’ with cr n a = T 
is one-one and into the set of right ideals of S!K. Hence there are only finitely 
many right ideals C of S!K’ with iY n R = T, and if there are only finitely 
many T then there are only finitely many right ideals of S/K’ at all. 
Let P be maximal among the globally idempotent principal ideals contained 
in K and consider the ideal I = P n K. From PZ 12 P n P it follows that 
P u I!.2 is a O-minimal ideal of S/I. The minimal condition implies that P U I!1 
is a union of finitely many O-minimal right ideals of $1 so that there are only 
finitely many right ideals of S/I contained in P u {iI. If P U I = K then w-e 
may choose K’ equal to I. Assume therefore P u I C K. If Q is a globally 
idempotent principal ideal of S contained in K then Q is contained in 
P u(F n K) = PU I.Hence the semigroup S = S~PU I has no non-zero globally 
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idempctent principal ideals contained in K:P ti I. Consider the se:: of ldeais 
of S generated by a, ~3, us ,..., where a is an arbitrary eiement of K/P LI I. Th 
m;nimal ideal of this &in is zero since &;~~~ = ,&p -19 = .. = ,‘$+.$i 
implies that S1anS1 is globally idempotent. This shoiys that K P i; I is a ~2: 
ideai of 3, hence nilpotent b>T the minimal condition on the ideals of S /Brxk [2. 
p. 451). Therefore Ka C K. 
If KS C K then K:KS is an ideal of S/KS with .I’ . (S KSjr = lx, G) for 
a!1 .Y E K’KS. The minimal condition implies that the set (x . (S,KS); c< E 
K,‘KS, x’+ 0) of O-minimal right ideals of S/KS is finite so rhzt S,KS kss 
only finitelv man\- elements, hence contains or+- Snitdv many right ideak oi 
S/KS. Hence K’ can be chosen equal to KS. 
Assume therefore KS = K. This implies that there are ideals II cf S such 
that KH = K, if only H = S. Let H be minimali> chosen. Clear+ H c K 
and since S/K has a finite number of ideals there are only iiritely many prirxpai 
ideals Q of S contained in H, but not contained in K. Let Q be maximai!i; chosen. 
Then & n H is the greatest ideal of S contained in H that does not contain Q. 
hence & n H is the union of all principal ideals contaked in ii and dik-en. 
from Q. Therefore & n H C H and Q v (Q n Hj = EL l3efine K’ :o bz equai 
to K . (0 n H). Then K’ is properly contained in K bv the minimai+ ~9 E 
Observe that Q is globally idempotent since Qa C Q x-ould imnly K = RF;’ := 
K~~z=Kk-(QLI(~nH)j9~K.(Q3u(&r,Hjj = K <on-H> = L:. 
IIoieo~er (K/K’) * (Q V K/r) = (KQ v K’.K’; = (3-I . (Q V $ ,? ET))):K’ ::: 
KH/K’ = K/K holds. 
Consider an arbitrary non-zero element i, E K/K’. Ther, b = :;q for soce 
non-zero element x E K/K’ and some non-zero eiement q E (Q v K’)‘K’. It is 
clear that q has to be an element of Q\K and that q cannot he contained in 
0 n Q c g G H. Hence q is a non-zero element of the prirc$al factcr Q/s c; Q 
Gich is O-simple because of Q2 = Q. Suppose that the right IdeaI sq . (3 K’jl 31’ 
S;-K’ is not O-minimal. Then there exists an s E S sucY tha: ~9s is a non-zex 
eiement of K,‘K’ and such that xq is not contained in .rqs . (S’K’):, htr,cc 
xq g .vqs . SI. Corresponding to the foregoing consideration about i tk eIernent 
qs can be seen to be a non-zero element of the principa; facto:. Q, 6 r? .Q. Now5 
Qig 19 Q is a union of O-minimal right ideals cf S/Q r? Q. Hence c and -ys are 
both corkned in one and the same O-minimal right ideai of S/Q n 9. Tt !o2oi:-s 
that q = qst for some t E S which contradicts xq 6 xqs . s’. Therefore xq . (S K’jy 
is a O-minimal right ideal of S/K’. 
it has been shown that any non-zero element of K/K’ is contained in 2 O- 
mkimal right ideai of S/K’. The minima! condition implies :hat K,‘K’ is a 
uilion cr' fhitei>~ many O-minimal right idea!s of SiK’. Therefore the number 
cf right ideals of S/K’ contained in KiK’ is 5&e. Thus w-e h2w shown that 
(‘oj implies (d). 
2 remains to be proved that (c) imphes (dj. The properties of (c) impi>- the 
ma.ximai condition on ideais and the minimai condition on principal idea& so 
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that the number of ideals of S is finite (cf. (1)). Hence the number of #-classes 
of S is finite and it suffices to show that every /-class of S contains a finite 
number of 9-classes. It is equivalent to show that for any ideals K’ and K with 
K’ C K and with K/K O-minimal in S/K’ the number of right ideals of S/K 
contained in K/K’ is finite. Observe that the maximal condition on right ideals 
(as well as the other properties of (c)) carries over from S to S/K’. Hence it 
suflices to show that K/K contains a O-minimal right ideal of S/K:‘. If 
(K/K’)(S,/K’) = (0) then K/K is a union of the O-minimal right ideals 
x * (S/K’)’ = {x, 0) (X E K\K’) of S/K’. If (K/K’)(S/K’) + {0} then there exists a 
principal ideal of S/r, say Q u K’jK’ with Q a principal ideal of S, such 
that (K/K’)(Q u K’/K’) # {0}, h ence (K/K’)(Q u K/K’) = K/P because of the 
0-minimality of K/K’. If Q is chosen minimally then Q is globally idempotent. 
Now the next-to-last paragraph can be repeated word by word except that the 
existence of O-minimal right ideals in non-null principal factors of S still has 
to be established. 
Therefore let H be a O-minimal non-null ideal of a semigroup S = S,!I 
(1~4). Since the minimal condition on globally idempotent principal right 
ideals carries over from S to S it suffices to show that any non-zero right ideal 
T of H contains a non-zero globally idempotent principal right ideal of S 
(the maximal condition on principal right ideals suflices for the following part 
of the proof). 
It follows from the O-simplicity of H that HbH = H holds for all non-zero 
elements b E H. Hence there exists an element a E T with aH # (0). If b E aH 
is a non-zero element that is contained in 6H then aS1 C bHSr = bH C bSr 
and bHbH = bH, hence bH = bS1 is a non-zero globally idempotent principal 
right ideal of S contained in aH C T. Let b be such that 69 is maximal in the set 
of all principal right ideals of S contained in uH. If b E xH for some x E UH 
then 281 = nS1 so that x = bs and b = xh = Z&r for appropriate elements 
s E Sr and h E H. Hence if b $ bH then 6 E$ UEEaH XH = uHH which is impossible 
as uHH = uH. Hence b E bH C UN, which completes the proof. 
The equivalence of (c) and (d) would not hold if the maximal condition were 
restricted to two-sided and to globally idempotent right ideals. For consider 
an infinite group G and a set G’ disjoint from Go = G u (0) which is in one-one 
correspondence with G by a bijective mappingg .+ g’ (g E G). The muitiplication 
of GO can be extended to Go u G’ in such a way that g * h’ = (g - h)’ and 
g’ . h = g’ . h’ = g’ . 0 = 0 . g’ = 0 holds for all g, h E G. This yields a 
semigroup with just three two-sided ideals and no non-zero globally idempotent 
right ideal except itself but infinitely many right ideals. 
A semigroup with minii condition on right ideals may have infinitely many 
right ideals as is easily seen from well-ordered semilattices. On the other hand a 
semigroup with a finite set of right ideals need not satisfy the minimal condition 
on right congruences, even if all of its subgroups do. For consider a O-simple 
semigroup composed of (0) and a right group E x G where E is a right zero 
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semigroup with at least two elements and G an infinite group which satisfies 
the minimal condition on subgroups. Any equivalence relation with O-crass (0; 
which induces the identity relation on each subgroup ,:e) x G {e E E) is a righr 
congruence. Hence consider a sequence g, , g, , gs , . . . of infinitely many elements 
of G and !et pi (i = 1, 2, 3,...) be the smallest equivalence relation containing 
(((e, gk), if, ga)) 1 e, f~ E, K >, i}. Then pI 1 pp 1 pa 1 .. is an infinite strictly 
decreasing chain of right congruences. An inter-mediate property with respect to 
the minimal conditions on right ideals and on right congsuences is the fcilowing. 
Call a set C of right congruences 9-class-finite if for any -&Mass I? the se: 
(p P (R ‘; R) ! p E .Z> is finite. Then a semigroup is said to satisfy the week 
minimal condition on right congruence if an- ;- non-empty .9?-class-finite set of 
right congruences has a minimal member. The weak maximal condition is 
defined correspondingly. 
Since any a-class is either contained in or disjoint from any right i&a! 2 is 
c!ear that the weak minimal condition on right congruences imR!ies the minima! 
condition on Rees right congruences, hence on right id&s. The folicwing theorem 
shows that the weak minimal condition is actual!y much stronger than the minimai 
condition on right ideals. 
(3) THEOREX. S satisjes tke weak minimal condiiion 01: rigkt congruences 
if and only if the numbs of right ideals of S is jnite. c the Sztter irolds then S 
satisfies the weak maximal condition on riglit umgruenxes. 
Prosf. Consider a semigroup S with weak minimai condition on right con- 
gruences. Then S satisfies the minimal condition on right ideals. It n-iT-il: be shcwn 
rhat S also satisfies the maximal condition on glcbal!? idempotent principal 
ideals so that the finiteness of the set of right ideals follows from (2) ((ii) ;, jdj). 
Sappose for the contrary that there exists a non-empty set of giobaily idempotent 
principai ideals which does not ha\-e a maxima! element. Then there exists an 
infinite chain J1 C J2 C Js C *.a of globally idemporect principal ideals.’ Let 
IL = ,TJz ,? ,rk be the maximal ideal properly contained in Jk and ccnsider the 
relation 
(R = 1, 2, 3,...). We shall see that hk is a congruence cf S of finite index. For 
consider a set 2, whose elements are II, and the B-classes contained in the 
#-class J2’m.Ik . The minimal condition on right ideals implies rhat Jn!15: contains 
2 This is ;Isualiy deduced with the aid of the axiom of choice. Beczuse of the minimai 
condition. it is sufficient to use K&g’s graph lemma (cf. [8, p. 80j). It would be interesting 
to have a proof of the theorem which does not need an assumption of that sort. A s%xiler 
remark qplies to the proof of (10) in the final section of this paper. 
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only finitely many right ideals of S/I,, hence 2, is finite. Since 9Z is a left 
congruence and JE and Ik are left ideals of S e\-cry left multiplication by an 
element x of S respects the elements of 2, , i.e., eT-ery W-class contained in 
Jk\Ik is mapped into some W-class contained in Jk\Ik or into Ik and Ik is mapped 
into Ik. Therefore every x E S induces a transformation 9 of the set 2, . 
The mapping x + 9 is a homomorphism of S into the semigroup of transforma- 
tions of 2, written on the left side of their arguments. It is easy to see that 
4 = yk if and only if (x, y) E hk . Since 2, is finite the set of transformations 
of 2, is finite, hence XL has finitely many classes. 
If V = urEl Jk then K~ = (A, n (V x v)) u A, (where d, = ((s, s) , s E S>) 
is again a congruence of S for it coincides with the intersection of X, with the 
Rees congruence (V x V) u d, . Each I+ (K = 1,2, 3 ,...) induces a finite. 
partition on V though it may be of infinite index on S. 
Now consider the chain frr I K1 n K2 2 K1 n Kp n KQ 2 -mm. If R is an .9?-class 
of S disjoint from V then the intersection of any of these congruences with 
R x R is A, . If R is contained in V then there exists an n such that R C Jn , 
hence R _C 1,+1 . Therefore R is contained in the O-class of K~ for all i > IZ f 1, 
hence (K1 n Kq n m-m nKm)n(RxR)=(KlnK2n”‘nKn)n(RXR)for 
all m > rr. This shows that the considered chain is an .%‘-class-finite set. Hence 
it contains a smallest element, say K~ n KS n *.* n K~ . The partition of V 
induced by K1 n K2 n ..* n K~ is finite. Therefore there exists a congruence 
ChS Of KInK2n”-nK,, say M, which contains elements from infinitely 
many &-classes Jk\Ik . Choose elements x and y in M such that s E JI1\,Ih 
and y E Jk\Ik with la > k > p. Then y is contained in Ih and (x, y) is contained 
in K1 n Kp n “‘nKp=K~nKSn..‘nK,,. It follows that (x, y) is contained 
in Kh , hence also in hh . Since xu 4 Ii, for at least one element a E J,, by the global 
idempotency of J,, whereas ya E I2 for all a E Jh this is a contradiction. 
Assume conversely that S has finitely many right ideals. Then S has only 
finitely many .%classes. Let some non-empty W-class-finite set S of right 
congruences be given. It has to be shown that 3 contains a minimal and a 
maximal element. 
Every equkalence relation of the form p n W with p E E is uniquely determined 
by the partitions induced by p on each of the finitely many W-classes of S. 
For every 96class R the partition induced by p on R is an element of the set of 
partitions induced by elements of 6 and this set is finite since 8 is W-class-finite. 
Hence there are only finitely many equivalence relations of the form p n W. 
Let p be a minimal element of the finite set {p n .9 i p E S) and consider a 
maximal chain (O} = Q,, C Q1 C Qs C *.a C Q,,, = S of right ideals. As in the 
case of two-sided ideals it can be shown that the non-zero G&classes of S coincide 
with the setsQj\Q+l (i = 1,2 ,..., m) (cf. [4, Sect. 2.61). 
By induction on j it w-i!1 be shown that each of the sets ,Z* = (o [ u = p n 
(Q, x Qj) for some p E 8 such that p n .9 = p} has minimal elements. This is 
clear in the casej = 0 because of 1 Z,, I = 1. If a E &+l then u n (Qk x Qk) E &. 
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Let T be a minimal element of .&. with K < m. Consider the set cf those CT E &-I 
mhich are such that u n (QB x Q,) = ‘i-. Suppose that there exists an elemem ca 
in this set with the property that for any x E Q, (x. T) E co im-,lies F E Qr! , i.e.: Q:: 
is saturated m-ith respect to a,,. Then q, = (a,, n (Q, x QIc)) u (co a? ((Qlz+liQ,) x
(Qk-l;Qk))) = T u (.p n ((Qk+2.,Qk) x (Q,,‘,Qk:)). If u’ is an element of t’,..., 
v.-ith z’ E a,, then Q1: is saturated vr-ith respect to U’ and C’ n (0, :< QJ = 7 sixe 
c’ n (Qk x QJ C u. n (Qk x Qk) = T and 7 is minimai”in Z, . Therefcre 
u’ = ‘; ‘6 (p P ((Q,&,QJ x (Q,,‘Q3)) = q, which shows that u3 is minimal 
in ZIz+I . 
Suppose now that for all a E &..I with u r? (Qli x QI;) = 7 there esists a pair 
(x, ;\?) E G with Y EQ~ and y EQ+~:.,Q~ . Given such a G suppose that c’ c G 
for some u’ E &+r . Then a’ n (Qk x Q1;) = 7 by the minimaiity of 7 in Xi SG 
that there exists a pair (x’, y’) E a with x’ E QIz and 3’ E QP-l:iQk . If (x, 3;) E o 
~-it’ll N E QIz , z; EQ~.;\Q~ then there exists an a E s’ such &at y’ . IZ = ; anti 
(s’ . a, 3 ’ . u) E 5’ since u’ is induced by a tight congruence p cf S. Eence 
(~‘a, rj E 5 so +hat (x, x’ . a) E u n (Qk x Q1.) = r Z u’. It fokws that jx, J) E s , 
Therefore the u’-classes containing elements frcm both Qk and Qk,\Qe coincide 
Gth the u-classes with that property. From un’ h (Q> x QI;) = ; = c r* 
(Ql: X Qp) and G’ n ((Qk+i\Qp) X (Qp,l\Qpjj = .ti P (IQgi Qkj X (Qk:;\Q;; = 
G c ((Q,,,‘;Q,) x (Q1c+:\Qk)) it follows that the u’-classes contained in Q!: or 
Qpfl:,,Q aIs.0 coincide with the corresponding c-classes. Eence 5’ = c T.vhich 
. . . 
shows that u IS mmrmal in Z,, . 
1: has been shown that .& (0 < k < m) contalns a minimai e!e-men?. If .ca 
is a minima! element of Zni and p E ,5 is such that p E ,D,, then p 5 3 c +, r: 2 = iI 
so that F E Z,,; , hence p = ps . It follows that B has a minimai element. Similar 
argzuments yield the existence of a maximal eiement in 3”. 
2. hIPLICATIO;I\‘S OF &hSIXfAL COSDITIOS~ OS TEE R:GI-:T %3Z 
ON THE L=,FT STRTXTURE 
If a is an eiement of S we denote b? aI the kernel equivalence of the mapping 
s * as (s E S), i.e., aI = {(x, y) i ax = ay}. A matimai left idea! is a mar&ma1 
element in the set of all left ideals different from S. 
(4) LIXW.. Let S be a O-simple semigroup zcith !I-mizimai r-i’ght ideals. Then 
the fdlcnving statements are equivalent: 
er,,,(,“) The set of right coqwences oj S of the jonn u- contains a minimd 
. t. 
(bj The set of right congruences of S of the fens aA with a + 0 mn.tair,- c 
maximal element. 
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(c) S bus a maximal left ideal. 
(d) S is completely O-simple. 
Proof. In order to show that S is completely O-simple it suffices to demonstrate 
the existence of a non-zero idempotent (cf. [4, Theorem 8.221). For any non-zero 
element b of S we haI-e SbS = S which implies bS # {0}, hence b- f S x S. 
Moreover, bS is a O-minimal right ideal containing b and if b = bs then s is 
a non-nilpotent element. 
Assume (a) and let b E S be such that b- is minimal among the right con- 
gruences of the form a-. Then 6 # 0 and bS is a O-minimal right ideal with 
b E bS. If b = 6s then sl C bl, hence So = b’, and (sa, s) E b’. Therefore 
(sa, s) E sl, i.e., sz = sa. It follows that sa is a nonzero idempotent. 
Assume (b) and let b E S be such that b1 is maximal among the right con- 
gruences of the form a- with a # 0. Then b + 0 because of a- # S x S for 
all a # 0, so that S = SbS. Let s be a non-nilpotent element of S and let u and e: 
be such that s = ubv. Then s3 = ubvubvubz # 0, hence wbvub # 0, so that 
cub is contained in vubvubS = vubS. From b’ C (vub)l follows bl = (or&)’ 
by the maxima& of b’. Let r 6 vubS be such that vubr = vub and consider 
a pair (x, y) E vubS x vubS with vubx = r, vuby = P. Then (x, y) E (vubvub)l> 
(e&)l, hence (x, y) E (v&r)’ by the maximality of (vub)‘. It follows that r is a 
non-zero idempotent. 
Assume (c) and let M be a maximal left ideal of S. If a E S\M then S = SS = 
S(M u ga) = MU Sa, hence a = xa for some x f 0. Now a E x23, hence 
aS = xS, and x E xS. Therefore x = ay for some y E S which implies x = ay = 
xay = x2. 
Assume (d). Then the right congruences of S of the form al with a # 0 
are pair-wise incomparable (cf. [7, L emma 1.41) so that (a) and (b) hold. Since 
any left ideal of a completely O-simple semigroup S is a union of O-minimal left 
ideals it is clear that S has maximal left ideals. Hence (d) implies (c), which 
completes the proof of (4). 
A semigroup S has a maximal left ideal if and only if it has a maximal principal 
left ideal. This can be shown (cf. [7, Sect. 11) by using the lattice theoretic 
properties considered in Section 1 (applied to the lattice of left ideals of S). 
Hence, by the foregoing lemma, a O-simple semigroup is completely O-simple 
if and only if it has a O-minimal right and a maximal principal left 
ideal. 
The consequences of the lemma for semigroups with the minimal condition 
on right congruences will be derived by means of the following theorem. It 
generalizes a result of Munn which asserts that in a completely semisimple 
semigroup ML follows from M, . The larger part of the proof is the same as 
in [9]. 
(5) THEOREM. Let S be a semi+up whose O-simple principal factors possess 
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O-minimal ieft ideals. Then the minimal condition OR princ$al idea!s implies A 
minimal condition 391 principal left ideals. 
Proof. We shall first show that S satisfies Munn’s ccndiricn 3Yf (cf. f4: 
Sect. 6.ej. Tnis condition means that the set of principal left ideals generated 
by the elements of any #-class of S has a minimai member. It is eqkaient to 
szy that for any two-sided ideals K and K’ with K 3 K’ and K:K’ 0-Aminime! 
in S,‘K’ there exists a O-minimal left ideal of S;K’ contained in K/K’. If hT!K 
is non-null then the existence of such a O-minimal ieft ideal follcws from the 
assumption. 
NOW Iet K and K’ be such that K/K’ is a null ideai of S:K’. If SK C Ii” then 
(S,K’)(K,K’) = (0) so that K/K’ is a union of two-element left ideals of S:K’ 
Hence suppose SK = K. Since S is a union of principal ideals there e.xists 2 
principal ideal Q such that QK g K’, or equkaiently, (Q ‘J K’:K’) (K/K’) = 
K!K’. If Q is minimally chosen then Q is gioball>. idemporent since Q c Q is a 
union of principal ideals P with PK c K’. By analogy .c.f-ith an argument in rhe 
proof of Theorem 2 (cf. the next-to-h paragraph of (b) * cd)) one can no;%- 
see that for any non-zero elements b and s . b of KjK’ there exists an element 
t E S with tsb = b. This implies that b is contained in a O-minimal left ideal 
of S. K’. 
It has been shown that S satisfies &lz . Let -4 be a non-empty subset of S. 
We L:-ant to show that the set of left ideals of the form Sla with a E -4 has a 
minimai eiement. Let SlbSl be minimal in the set of two-sided ideals of the 
form siriS with a E A. If Sla C 96 then SlaS’ = SIbSi, hence a and 5 are 
non-zero elements of .SbL?/l(b). Since Slb.S!I(b) is a union of 0-minkal ieft 
ideals of S/l(b) and since a = sb for some E E S bo:h a and 5 ;nr;st be contained 
in the same O-minimal left ideal of S/l(b). TO is implies SC = Sib, hence SLb 
is minimal in the set of left ideals of the form Ya with a E 9, G-hi& completes 
the proof. 
.ko obrious modification of the last paragraph gis-es a proof of the fact :hat 
in the Fresence of :l42 the maximal condition on princioal two-sided ide& 
implies the masimal condition on principal left ideals. 
(6) CGROLLARY. If a semigroup S satisjies the mkimal coondition OR right 
congruences then it satis$es the minimal and the maximal cunditiool? on principal 
kf .f ideals. 
Proof. Let K- and K’ be ideais of S such that Ek-’ is a non-&: O-minimai 
ideal of S:K’. Then KiK’ is a O-simple principa! factor of S and any O-simple 
principal factor of S is of this form. Since the minimal condition carries o\rer tc 
S/K’ there exist O-minimal right ideals of S:K’ contained in KK’, hence the 
semigroup K;K: also has O-minimal right ideals. For zny a E K;K’ the right 
ccngrue3ce al on K/K’ is the restriction to (K,K’) x (K.‘K’) 0: the right 
congruence a- on S/K’. Hence there exists a minimal rig& congrtience of :he 
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form a’ in the semigroup K/K. Kow the lemma shows that K/K’ has a O- 
minimal left ideal. Since S has a finite set of two-sided ideals by (3) the assertion 
follows from the foregoing theorem and the subsequent remark. 
(7) COROLLARS. A semigroup S has a fXte set of ~-classes if and only ;f S 
satisfies the minimal condition on right ideals and the maximal condition on left 
ideals. 
Proof. If S has a finite set of &@-classes then S has only finitely many right 
ideals and only finitely many left ideals. If the minimal condition on right 
ideals and the maximal condition on left ideals are fulfilled then S has finitely 
many right ideals ((2), (6) 5 (d)). It remains to be sholvn that any #-class of S 
contains fmitely many .,&lasses of S. Equivalently it may be shown that any 
O-minimal ideal R = K/I of an arbitrary Rees factor semigroup S = S/I 
contains only finitely many left ideals of S. 
If R is non-null then it contains a O-minimal right ideal and a maximal 
principal left ideal of S. Hence the semigroup K has a O-minimal right ideal. 
In order to show that K has a maximal left ideal it suffices to prove the existence 
of a maximal principal left ideal of X. Let Kb be maximal in the set of left ideals 
of S of the form Ku (a E g). Then sb _C &?a implies x’6 = Ku. Therefore if 
b 4 ~ZJ then Rib is a maximal principal left ideal of k If b E Kb then any of the 
left ideals K1a properly containing xb is a maximal principal left ideal of x 
because of K1a = Xb u {a}. Hence X has a maximal left ideal. 
Since R has a O-minimal right ideal and a maximal left ideal it has a O-minimal 
left ideal by (4). Hence it has been shown that the O-simple principal factors 
of S have O-minimal left ideals. By the foregoing theorem ML holds in S. Hence 
if K is an arbitrary O-minimal ideal of a Rees factor semigroup S = S/I then K 
contains a O-minimal left ideal of S. Now the maximal condition implies that 
the number of left ideals of S contained in a is finite which had to be shown. 
(8) THEOREM. Let S be a O-simple semigroup. 
(a) If S satisjes th e minimal condition on right congruences then S has 
fkitely many ~-classes and ewry subgroup of S satisfies the minimal condition 
on subgroups. 
(b) Suppose that S satisjies the minimal condition on right congruences. 
Then S satisfies the maximal condition on right congruences .if and only if every 
maximal subgroup of S satisfies the maximal condition on subgroups. 
(c) Suppose that S satisjes the maximal condition on right congruences. 
Then S satisfies the minimal condition on rsght congruences if and only if ewry 
maximal subgroup of S satisfies the minimal condition on subgroups. 
Proof. If S satisfies the minimal condition on right congruences then S is 
completely O-simple by (4). Also the maximal condition on right congruences 
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implies that .9 is completely O-simple ([7: Theorem l.51 ). Therefore ;I-e assume 
S = h’O<G; I, A; p) where G is a grow and p a regdar 11 >: I-matrix over G”. 
Roth the minimal and the maximai condition on right congruences in@: 
I i < 3c since I is in a one-one correspondence with the 0-mintma right 
ideals of S. IYe sha!l see that each condition inplies : A < cc, too (cf. [7, 
l.81 j. For t his we ma\: assume : G j = 1 since # is a congruence and the minkmai 
resn. maximal condition carries o\-er to S/A?. Since I is 5nite there are cnly 
Snitely many row vectors over Go that can qpear as rows in p. TF rl is in%i:e 
then there exists an infinite subset A’ of /: such that all rows cf p indexed ‘k 
elements of ./1’ are qual. It follows thar there esists an in%ite Rro?er$ decreasing 
resp. proGer!y ascending sequence of permissible partitions (cf. [4? Sect. i.3): 
hence of congruences of S. Thus the minimal resp. maxima!! cnnditicn on &ght 
congruence implies j ,/1 < co. 
It is know-n that the minimal resp. maximal condition on tight congruences 
implies the minimai resp. maximal condition on subgroups for eve-y- subgroup 
of s since any right congruence on a subgroup is induced by a right congruence 
of s (cf. I;. Sect. 11). Hence (c) and the direct parts of (5) and (c) are tr:re. 
In order to prove the remaining part of (6) suppose that the minima! condition 
on right congruences of S and the maximal condition on subgroups of G hold. 
X-e shah Ersr see that it suffices to prove the e-xistence of a maxim21 element in any 
non-empr.- ser I’ of right congruences such that there exists a 0-minimai riqhr 
ideal Rio (cf. 14, p. g9]j with (p ,q (Rio x Rio)) u L!, = p for aii; p E Y. 
Remember that I is finite so that we can assume I = {I! 2,3,..., wrj. Let 2 be 
2 non-emotv set cf right congruences. We want to shcw that Z has a maxima: 
element. Dkine Z, = Z and suppose that there exists a maximal element uy- 
in the set [(p P (aI0 x RIO)) U d, i p E Z,> which is z set of right congruences 
of S of the type mentioned before. Define Z, = :p E Z, (? c (RI3 x RIS); L 
L, = Cl’! and suppose that there esists a maximal eiement zp ic I& .? 
(I?,” x I?,“)) u & ’ p E Zd which is again of the c’pe mentioned before. Going 
cn in this way n-e find 2 subset Z,, of Z with the prc?erty r’hat p E Z,, implies 
(0 r. (R;G 2; Rio)) U A, = ui for 211 i z I. Moreorer 0 ,C ; with F f Z,, and ‘; E Z 
imnhes ‘: E Z,,. . Choose an eiement A E !I and consider for any 2 E Z,, the relation 
I 
’ ((U)i,+ , (b)jJ,) E ,p for some a. b C G. 0: i 
pI = : (i, j) 
I 
i = 0 and (0, (LJ)~,,) E F for some b E G. or ) 
, j = 0 and ((a),\ , 0) E p fcr so:ne a g G i 
on I v (0;. Then (p’ F E Z,,} is a set of equivalerce reiat:ons which contains a 
maximai eiement since I is finite. 
Let Q E Z,,! be such that CYI is maximal. Then c is maximal in Z. Fcr consider 
a right congruence r E Z with D C :. Then r E Z,, and T: = u:. If ((a)<, , (b)j;) E 7 
and if fir;. = 0. psk = 0 for some k E I then there exists zn element (c);., such that 
(u)~, . (c!>,, = (u)~, and (b)jy . (c)~~ = 0, hence (u)~, and (b)j,. are both conttained 
in the 9-class of T. The 0-ciass of (r coincides wkh the O-class of r since they 
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are equal to the union of (O} and all Rco with (i, 0) E uf = 9, hence ((a)i, , (b)jy) 
E a. If ((u)~, , (b)jy) E 7 and if p,, = 0 o py, = 0 then there exists an index 
ZEI such that ((ap,& , (bpy&J E T for all c E G, hence (i, i) E 9 = or. It 
follows that there exist a’ and b’ E G with ((& , (b’),) E a. If (&.,. is such that 
(a’)i, . (n),, = (a)i, then ((u)~, , (b’p,J)jJ E u. Moreover ((&, , (b~,,d),,) E 7 
because of a C 7 and ((b)jy , (b’pnJ)j,) E 7, hence ((b)jy , (b’p&)j,) E u because of 
(u n (RF x Rp)) u A, = (7 n (Rp x RF)) u d, . It follows that ((a),, ) (b)jv) 
is in u, which completes the proof of u = 7. 
It remains to be shown that there are maximal elements in any non-empty 
set Y of right congruences with the property that there exists an W-class Ri with 
p C (R, x Ri) u A, for all p E Y. Consider the set (p n 2’ j p E Y} which is a 
set of right congruences of S. Any p n &’ (p E Y) is uniquely determined by its 
restriction to some &‘-class contained in Ri . At least one of these ~-classes is a 
group, say H, and any p n A? (p E Y) induces a right congruence on H. Since H 
satisfies the maximal condition on right congruences it follow-s that {p n &’ j 
p E Y} contains a maximal element, say pt. 
Suppose that there exists an infinite chain Y’ of right congruences p in Y such 
that p n &’ = QT. Since A is finite there exist elements p and v in A with the 
following property: For any natural number n there is a p in Y’ such that the 
number of p-classes containing elements from both Z-classes Hi, and Hi, 
exceeds n. Therefore there exists a right congruences, not necessarily in Y’, 
with an infinite number of classes containing elements from both Hi, and Hi, , 
e.g., the join of all right congruences p E Y’. Let T be such a right congruence. 
Any equivalence relation obtained from T by splitting up r-classes in their 
intersections with Z-classes is a right congruence of S. Hence there exists an 
infinite properl!- descending chain of right congruences finer than T. This is a 
contradiction to the minimal condition. It follows that the set of right congruences 
p E Y with p n Z = 7r contains no infinite chains, hence possesses a maximal 
member and this right congruence is also maximal in Y because of the maximal&y 
of w in {p n .% I p E Y}. This completes the proof of (b). Part (c) can be proved 
similarly. 
In an arbitrary semigroup with zero, (a) does not hold. An example can be 
constructed as follows from any infinite group G with the minimal condition 
on subgroups. Let g w-g’ be a bijection of G onto a right zero semigroup G’ 
disjoint from G. Then S = G u G' u (0} is a semigroup if the multiplication 
on Go = G U (0) and the multiplication on (G’)O = G’ u (0) are extended by 
defining h * g’ = g’ and g’ * h = (g . h)’ for all g, h E G. S has infinitely many 
X-classes but can be shown to satisfy the minimal condition on right congruen- 
ces (compare [7, example 21). 
It remains open whether (6) holds in the general case. There seems to exist 
a conjecture to the extent that a group with minimal and maximal condition on 
subgroups is finite. If that is true then (a) holds in general as will follow from the 
results of the nerrt section. 
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3. SEMIGROUPS WITHOCT INFISITE SCBGXOUP~ 
(9) THEOREM. If S has no infinite subgroups and sutisjies the nG&xal conditio,ia 
on right congruences then S is,fim’te. 
proof. Suppose that S is infinite. Consider the set .F of two-sided ideals -F 
such that S:F is finite. BY the minimal condition 3 has minimal elements. 
If FI and I;; are minimal in .P then Fl n F2 is in 9 because S’.(F: ,? Fz) = 
(S,F,) U (S:F,), hence Fl = F, . It follows that there exists a smallest eiemen: 
in -F, hence a smallest ideal, say I, such that S/1 is finite. Since I f [O> there 
exists a non-zero principal ideal, say Q, which is maximal among the princi+ 
ideals contained inl(cf. (3)). ThenIequalsQ v (Q n 0 and(Q v (& n1))‘Q P i 
= Q G Q:Q is infinite. For otherwise S,;Q :? I would be finite. In order 
to reach a contradiction we may assume Q = (O}, i.e., Q is the smallest non-zero 
ideal of S. 
If Q is a null ideal then Q equals (S:Q) y(S;Q) u (5 Q) 3; U y(.S ,g) U [ J, O> 
for some -v EQ, hence Q is finite, contrary to the assumption. if Q is non-null 
then it contains a O-minimal right ideal and a O-minimal ieft idcal of S (cf. (6)). 
hence Q is completely O-simple. Moreover there are only finitely many a- 
classes of S contained in Q. In order to arrke at a contradiction in this case rt 
suffices to pro\-e that each 9-class contained in Q contains only finitel\- many 
&?-classes of S. This is so since e\-cry Z-class contained in Q has as many 
elements as anv maximal subgroup of Q, hence onlv finitely maw. Tne restric- 
tion of & to Q-is a congruence of Q. If a and 6 are elements of Q \i-ith (a, 6) E .X 
then there exist elements e and f of Q with euf = g, e6f = 6. Therefore, for 
any elements x and y of 9. if .wy (=xeufi) is contained in scme &‘-class H 
then ~621 (=xeebfy) is also in H since .re and iv are in Q. This shows thay (% n 
(Q x Q)) ;i A, is a congruence of S so that the restriction of X tc Q is ecuai 
to the restriction of a congruence of S to Q. Hence it may be assumed thar-the 
restriction of X to Q is the identity relation on Q. 
Let K be a O-minimal right ideal of Q and assume that K has infinitely many 
elements. Consider the equivalence relation 
~={(u,6)~u,6~K,up=6q foral: 4EQ) 
on K. Then (a, 6) E p if and only if the mappings a, : s -+ a.~ and 6, : x * 6s 
coincide an some O-minimal left ideal ..Y of Q. SOX- S is finite since the number 
of .%-classes contained in Q is finite and since any Z-class in Q contains only 
one element. Hence p has finitely man; classes. Ilareal-e:- p is the restriction of 
the right congruence 
(<u,b) u,b~S,uq=bq forall QEQ] 
of 5’ to K. Let 0 E p be minimally chosen among the restricticns cf right con- 
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gruences of S to K vr-hich have finitely many classes. Since K is supposed to be 
iniinite u has an infinite class. 
Consider the set X of subsets of K of the form kT1 with k E K where T is 
the subsemigroup of S generated by S\Q. T is finite since T n Q is generated by 
the finitely many elements of the form ab or abc in Q with a, b, c E S\Q. Hence 
[ kT1 i < 1 T + 1 for all k E K so that there exist maximal elements in 2; 
and even infinitely many. It follows that there exists an element d such that dT1 
is maximal and d is contained in an infinite class of u. If D = {x E K ! dT1 # xT1} 
then DT1 E D. i\;ow consider the equivalence relation (0 n (D x D)) u A, 
on K. This relation has finitely many classes since K\D is finite because of 
K;D !Z dT. It is strictly finer than 0 since d is contained in an infinite class of u 
but in a one-element class of (u n (D x D)) u A, because of d $ D. If a and b 
are elements of D with (a, b) E a then ax = bx for all x E Q because of a C p 
and (ax, bx) E a n (D x D) for all x E T. It follows that (u n (D x D)) ud, 
is a right congruence of S, hence (u n (D x D)) u A, is the restriction of a 
right congruence of S to K. This contradicts the minimal&y of a and the as- 
sumption that K be infinite is refuted. This completes the proof of (9). 
By arguments that are similar, but not quite analogous to the foregoing ones, 
a related result concerning the maximal condition can be proved [7, Theorem 
2.31. 
In the case of finitely generated semigroups the minimal condition of the 
foregoing theorem can be weakened considerably. The following result was 
suggested by Coudrain and Schiitzenberger [5J. 
(10) THEOREM. Let S be a f;nitely generated semigroup zchose subgroups are 
jnite. If S satis-es the minimal condition on principal right ideals then S is Jinite. 
Proof. Let X be a finite set of generators of S. Consider the descending 
chain S =M0~Mr3_M2~~~~ of ideals of S which is defined as follows: 
Llfj-r (j > 0) is the intersection of all ideals of the form Q n Mj where Q is 
maximal among the non-zero principal ideals of S contained in MJ ; MJ, = YF* 
if no such Q exists. Jfjj\Mj+r is the union of the #-classes of S that correspond 
to the maximal principal ideals among the principal ideals contained in Mj . 
Mj~M*+l is a O-disjoint union of O-minimal ideals of S!IM,,r . 
The first step of the proof is to show that A%fjT) IV&, holds for all j with 
Mj + (0) and that S!M$ is finite (j > 0). Suppose that the latter has been 
achieved for some j and assume :M. 1 + {O}. Any element m of 34, can be written 
in the form A+Y~ a.. xk with xt E X (1 < i < k). If none of the elements xi is 
contained in X n A& then there exists an h such that xl,r, ..* .v], E SJf) and 
Xh+l E S\A!fj but XIX2 “’ XhXh+l E ZMj . It follows that every principal ideal of S 
contained in -Wj is contained in at least one of the finitely many principal ideals 
of the form SWP with x E X n 32, or of the form .Sabsl with a, b E S’+lfj 
and ab E 31, . This shows that AVlj 3 -Vlj, holds and that L%¶j,!Mj+r is a union of 
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finitely many O-minimal ideals of Si2J1jj,l . Let I be such a O-minimal ideal. 
If I is a null ideal then it is finite because I = (S,-Uj) y(SB.Mj) Y (S!J~,)J i/ 
y[s\JYJ Al [ J, 0} for some y E 1. If I is non-null then it is a 0-simple semigroup 
and a O-disjoint union of its O-minimal right ideals. Since each of these is 
generated by en .Y E X or by a product ab with cr, b E S Xj there are only firAte1~~ 
many of them. A similar argument shows that I is f;nitelp generated as a lefr 
ideal of itself, hence contains a maximal left ideal. Therefore, bq’ the lemma of 
Section 2. I is completely O-simple. The principal left ideals of I are 0-minimai 
and em- 0-minimel left ideal is contained in a principal left ideal of the form 
1% with s E X n I or of the form IhE with a: b E s’ 9; . Therefore there are 
oniy finitely many O-minimal left ideals of I. Since the subgroups of S are &rite 
the finiteness of I follows. Hence S/3f+1 is finite. 
Suppose nox that the chain Ma 2 iI11 1 Ms 2 ... is in5nite. Then there e&t 
infinitely many right ideals of the form aE’ with c E ;-ij 31: . JIoreove-er, there 
exists a I* E X such that the set of principal right ideals contained in IS: and 
generated by an a 6 nj Mj is infinite. Denote this set b!- .Y and define a relatiot 
> on 3 as folios-s: a9 > bS1 if and only if b9 is maximal among the principal 
rigk ideals prc~erly contained in a9. Any right ideai in F can be reached from 
JS: by a finite chain of the form ~9 = a,$9 > a,Si > ... > o,s’. For ? 
J E -I&, ,.?It,,+l , b 5 S&‘:,Mk-, , and b9 E 3 then there exis:s a principal right 
iderl aSi which is minimal with respect ro the property J’S 1 a.? 3 ES: 
Furrhermore, aS’ 3 bS1 with u E iM,“;3fj-, , b E M;T .N,,;.-, implies j < K. hence 
the assertion follows by induction on K - k. 
In order tc fulfill the assumptions of K&rig’s gra;i lemma (cf. Lg. p. %]; 
i; remains to be shown that given a9 there are only %tely many right ideals 
5.S such that US- ;> b9. Let a E S be an element of My 21.+1 . Then tie R-class 
R, of Q is finite because R, ,q Mj-, = 3 and 1 S:-U;7, : < 3~. Let -‘;, be tke 
set of p:oduc:s s.x with s E R, and x E X such that sxS1 C &. Then ~1~~. is finite 
and any +xipal right ideal properly contained in a9 is coctaxed in one of tht- 
finitely many right ideals of the form tS’ with i c I\‘\, . For let cS1 3e pro>eri:\- 
contained in aSr. Then c = au for some II E S. If u = S+Y~ ... J! witi 
-2’1 , S$ . . . . . xl E X then there exists an Ir < I, -nossibl>- h = 3. such ttiat 
qse ... s,,S’ = aS and a.y,q . .- .r,x,,9 C nSi, hence t = c.:‘~Y~ ... “C,t.?j,-r, E A-! _ 
and au.9 ,L .tSl. Thus the principal right ideals covered by nS’ are among rhe 
;C,nite!v mam- right ideals of the form tS’ with i E -1, , ience rhere are ~31: 
5nite$ man; right ideals bB with 0.9 > 69. 
Sew an application of K6nig’s graph lemma yields an infinIte chain xs’ y- 
b,S > b,S1 ) b,Sl > ..- of elements of F, hence an infinite strictly descending 
chain of principal right ideals. This contradicts ML , hence tie chain 
MC3 M~33&13 *-. ends after a finite number of terms. 1: ~c’io\ys ;hat S ic - : . . 
finite. 
It is i\-eli known that a finitely generated .Yoelian group that satisEes tbc 
minimal condition on subgroups is finite. Using this and a slight modiSca:-ion 
$3 I ,‘63;2-5 
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of the first part of the foregoing proof one can show that a finitely generated 
semigroup with the minimal condition on right congruences is finite if all of its 
subgroups are commutative. 
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